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'Wise men say nothing in 
dangerous times" 
Anon. 
LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11, 1936" PRICE, 10 CENTS 
Kishon_Again Wins IC4A Title 
Huskies Oppose Bobcats In Track Meet Saturday 
0~~ 
FROM 
THE 
NEWS 
By Tony Duarte 
The CatTi Out 
Of TV Jag 
\ iiial agent observed a cat 
niii,;; Brat lunged out of the barn of 
Jacob Hoffman, at Downey, California, 
attacked a cow, ran backwards across 
jheru.ul and then lay down on its back 
aod kicked the air. 
The agent looked around, found 
»-fc» 'lie cat had already found, ar- 
rested Hoffman and lodged him in jail 
on ni'«>nshining charges. 
* •    •    » 
You Can't Fool 
The Customs 
A novel attempt at smuggling took 
place recently on the Belgium-Hol- 
land border when a motorcyclist and 
a sidecar passenger arrived at the 
customs office. The passenger, whose 
face was concealed by his hat and coat 
collar, had nothing to say when ques- 
tloned Whereupon the suspicious In- 
.],. tor removed the "gentleman's" 
headgear and discovered  that  he  was 
a gentle little calf. 
* «    •    « 
Police Dogs 
Really  Police 
Alsatians, or "police dogs," which 
have been taught to attack intruders 
still are used to protect the property 
lit great industrial corporations. For 
example, large numbers of them 
nightly patrol the grounds of the fa- 
sous De Beers diamond mines in 
South Africa and the bandit-infested 
sections ot the South Manchurian 
Railway in Manchukuo. 
Cage  Will Be Scene Of 
Exciting Duel Between 
N. E. Champs And Bates 
Several  Records  Are  Expected To  Fall 
As   Star   Performers   From 
Both  Teams  Meet 
JEWISH OLYMPIC CHAMPION, SANDLER, 
WILL SEEK TO BETTER OWN RECORD 
Kishon, Meagher, Danielson Are Expected To Turn In Fine 
Performances For The Garnet—Harriers In 
Two Mile Indicate Thriller 
By Sam heard 
Fresh from Saturday's victory over Maine, the Rates Varsity Track 
Team will meet a strong Northeastern outfit in the Clifton Daggett Gray 
Cage on Saturday afternoon at 1 :30.  
Tony   Sure   to   Star 
Election Day Monday; 
Polls Are Held In Gym 
STARS IN TWO MEETS 1 
Church  Discovery 
Baffles Officials 
Of all the things that have been 
found in modern times, none created 
mure astonishment than a sizable 
church which was discovered recently 
on a lonely farm in Devonshire, Eng- 
land. Despite the fact that it appears 
to have been built in the 14th century, 
there is no official record of its exist- 
ence and no one, including the farmer, 
had ever before seen or heard of it. 
* •    •    * 
Japan's Log 
Cabin Leaders 
Japan today presents the phenome- 
non of a staunchly monarchist country 
uith its leadership drawn from the 
ranks of the humble. Of the six or 
more men who now dominate the 
scene, only one—Prince Kimmochi 
Salonjl, the Elder Statesman—was 
kirn an aristocrat. Premier Keisuke 
( kada and War Minister Senjuro Hay- 
ashi are the sons of poor "samurai," 
oldier-retainers of the old feudal 
. irds. The still powerful General Sadao 
vraki, former War Minister, began at 
a little soya bean sauce factory. The 
linance Minister, Korekiyo Takahashi, 
born of a poor court artist and a par- 
lormaid, first worked as a cupbearer 
in a Buddhist temple, and then as an 
indentured farm laborer in California 
-a job that was little better than 
slavery. A poor stone cutter was the 
father of Koki Hirota, Foreign Min- 
ister. 
No less remarkable is the fact that 
80 many of the active leaders are ad- 
nced in age. The majority are above 
r near three  score  and   ten,   while 
*Hnce  Saionji  is 86  and   Takahashi 
is 81. 
• *    •    • 
* Chile 
Receplion 
Into a big conference room trooped 
I officials of the Chilean govern- 
'"t. The atmosphere was heavy and 
lens<\ for in  this room  they  were to 
rnarge    the    representatives    of    an 
"■aerieaa business  with restraint of 
^de. The stage was set  for an  ugly 
«ene.   When   both   groups   were   as- 
-mhlcu. and  suspicious glances  were 
^'"s   exchanged.    Ambassador    Cul- 
krtson entered. 
Reaehi 
What weight men the Boston aggre- 
gation will have is unknown. Tony 
Kishon, blond weight genius of the 
East, will, however, have no diffi- 
culty in taking the 35 Lb. Weight, 
the Shot Put. and the Discus. It will 
be remembered that he made new 
meet records in the honor system 
throwing a week ago. His heave at the 
IC4-A which won would create a new 
cage record. In practice he has been 
up to the world record in the event, 
so in the meet Saturday there may be 
a new development for Bates track 
history. 
Archie Peabody, a senior, has been 
tossing close to 50 feet and should get 
the three points, while in the shot, 
Charlie Cooke should have the next 
best throw to Tony. An infection of 
the foot may keep the 207 lb. football 
star out of action in the pole vault in 
which he took third a week ago. 
The Houlton all-round athlete, 
Timmy Meagher, will possibly set an- 
other cage record in the vault. Last 
week it will be remembered that this 
small young man failed at 12 feet 9 
inches after the bar teetered before 
falling  off. 
Sandier Holds Cage Record 
From Medford there comes the best 
of the Northeastern runners. Hender- 
son, long lanky 6 foot 5 inch hurdler 
and anchor man on the relay team 
which Bates beat at the BAA last 
winter, will be entered in the dash, 
high hurdles, and probably the 300. 
His running mate, Al Hackanson, will 
run these same events and may push 
Bill Luukko in the highs. In the 
IC4-A Meet in New York this blond 
football star won his trial and semi- 
final heat in the sticks but failed to 
rate when the final results were an- 
nounced. 
Captain James Sandier, holder of 
the Bates cage high jump record of 
6 feet 4%  inches which was made a 
On Election Day, which comes 
Monday, March 16th, the lobby of the 
gym will again be called into play 
as a polling place. Student Council- 
men and Women's Student Govern- 
ment Association members super- 
vising the voting. Students are asked 
to keep in mind that this year, in 
addition to voting for the senior 
members of the Student Council,' 
one name is to be specifically marked 
for the presidency of the Student 
Council. 
sev< 
UP 
«t ling into his pocket, he pulled a
 mechanical pink elephant, which 
e
 wound up and set on the table. And 
, '" 
waddled along in its pachyderm 
,J*?'°n, startled grins appeared on 
,h 
sides of the table. These soon 
on3?,86*1 t0 loud suffaws as the group 
the i °ther side "* tne table turned 
tens- a"d 8tarted him back- Tbe 
bee»«n WSS broken- The conference 
tui ," f"" qulck'y came to a success- 
understanding. 
year ago. will not only compete in his 
specialty but will also attempt to 
beat Captain Keller in the running 
broad jump. Harry has his eye on 
the Bates cage record and will be 
pulling for all his worth in his last 
appearance in the Bates cage. Last 
week Keller did 22 feet 6 inches which 
may be an ample jump to take the 
high juniper into camp. Al Komich, 
who was second to Sandier last year, 
will take the three points as he is a 
consistent  6  footer. 
Danielson vs. Saunders Again 
In the running events the other 
two members of the relay team will 
be seen in action. Garland and Grant 
will either run the 600 -or 1,000. In 
the former event they will have their 
opposition from Eddie Howard who 
suffered a painful defeat at the hand 
of Hurwiu of Maine. He is all set 
to do a 1 minute 17 seconds. 
In the latter event Art Danielson 
and Bob Saunders are scheduled to 
fight it out for the first position. In 
the two meets this winter the blond 
senior has been nosed out in driving 
finishes after he had competed in the 
mile. The junior, Danielson, has been 
specializing at  this  distance all  win- 
(Continued on  Page 4)  
"Much Ado About Nothing" 
Was Creditably Presented 
Tony Defeats Nation's 
Greatest In The 35-lb. 
Hammer In New York 
Throws Both Hammer And Shot 
Out Greater Distances Than 
Ever To Upset Favorites 
VICTORY PRACTICALLY ASSURES 
HIM OF BERTH ON OLYMPIC TEAM 
Given Rousing Reception By Faculty And Students 
Upon Return To Lewiston At I :00 Monday— 
Co-eds Permitted To Participate 
By Barney Marcus 
Once again Tony Kishon, blond hammer-throwing champion, 
returned to the Bates'campus with an [C4-A title tucked away, and 
was handsomely received. Over 2(H) ids and co-eds. President Cray 
and Coach Mor'ey and others jammed the Lewiston station Monday 
at 1 A.M. to jjreet Tony with resounding cheers, red torchlights, 
and a bass drum. The milling and enthusiastic crowd escorted Tony, 
who rode in the front of President Cray's car. to the campus and left 
him  there fully realizing that all   Bates, students and faculty, are 
Tony Kishon 
By  Prof.   Robert  G.  Berkelman 
Shakespeare's wittiest comedy, 
"Much Ado About Nothing." was given 
interesting presentation by the Eng- 
lish 4-A Players, under the direction 
of Prof. Grosvenor Robinson and 
Mary Abromson, last Thursday and 
Friday, before capacity audiences. The 
performance was not among the best 
in the history of the club, but it was 
creditable to a good proportion of the 
many players and workers involved. 
Effectively ingenious and varied as 
the sets were, the scene shitting, un- 
fortunately, had to consume such time 
that the production of the comedy, 
which of all Shakespeare's plays 
should be among the swiftest in move- 
ment, was so drawn out as to ap- 
proach tediousness in the last third. 
This mechanical difficulty in present- 
ing Shakespeare on the modern stage, 
the necessity of unusually large casts 
and expensive costumes, and the spe- 
cial training needed in mastering the 
shaded characterizations and the diffl- 
cuit lines—all make one wonder 
whether the club ought not consider 
the advisability of staging only the 
best scenes of a play and concentrat- 
ing upon them, instead of attempting 
what is almost Impossible with work- 
ers and iplayers who simply have not 
the time necessary to give polish to a 
complete Shakespearean play. Simply 
cutting the lines does not help mat- 
ters. Indeed, often such curtailing 
leaves a scene almost as short as the 
wait for the next one. 
A number of the players succeeded 
in escaping their student selves and 
really living their roles. They made 
themselves at home in their costumes. 
Henry Farnum, thanks to an excellent 
make-up and to his carefully culti- 
vated squeak and doddering head, was 
a wholly adequate Verges: one could 
not ask for much better. Clifton Gray, 
Jr., made Dogberry convincingly blus- 
tering and obtuse. William Hamilton, 
with swaggering ease, surpassed him- 
self as the match-making Don Pedro. 
Mary Abromson. president of the club 
and assistant director, was a sprightly 
Beatrice, whose lightning struck much 
of the comedy into brightness. Irving 
Friedman, as the rather incredible 
villain Don John, thought out and 
felt his lines, instead of merely recit- 
ing them. Jonathan Bartlett, as the 
reverend governor, thoroughly looked 
the part and also played it better than 
any other role he has handled. 
Much Ado About Hero 
The long cast, unfortunately, makes 
it impossible to credit each player at 
(Continued on Page 4) 
Stu. G. Chooses 
Candidates For 
Coming Year 
Fourteen Nominees Are 
Active In Numerous 
Campus Affairs 
The Women's Student Government 
Association has nominated fourteen 
women to compose its membership 
for the coming year—Carol Wade '37, 
of Rockland, Mass., and Jeannette 
Walker '37, of Melrose, Mass., are 
the nominees for the office of Presi- 
dent of the Women's Student Govern- 
ment Association. Miss Wade has 
served on the board since her fresh- 
man year. This year she was chair- 
man of the freshman committee and 
did much to improve the reception 
given the yearlings. She is House 
President of Cheney, and a member of 
"The Bates Student" staff. Miss 
Walker is prominent in the musical 
organizations on campus, belonging 
to Choral, Orphic, and Macfarlane 
Clubs. She is also a member of the 
Politics Club and has served on the 
Student Government Board for the 
past two years. This year she was in 
charge of the Sunday afternoon teas 
given in Rand reception room. She is 
President of Hacker House. 
The Vice-Presidential candidates are 
Eleanor Dearden and Grace Jack, 
both of the class of '38. Miss Dearden 
Is a member of the Choral Society 
and Heelers. She has served on the 
board for the past year. Miss Jack 
has been Vice-President of her class 
for two years. She is also a prominent 
member of the Varsity Debating 
Squad, a member of the Politics Club 
and in the Junior Body of Outing 
Club. She was elected to the Stu- 
dent Government Board her freshman 
year. 
The office of Secretary-Treasurer Is 
(Continued   on   Page   3) 
Bates-Bowdoin 
Debate Will Be 
Held On Friday 
Mabee And Greenwood 
To Represent Bates In 
Little Theatre 
On Friday night of this week. 
Bates and Bowdoin will again re- 
sume their traditional rivalry when 
debaters of the two institutions meet 
in a discussion of the recent Social 
Security Act. 
Although the two colleges debated 
the Sanctions question early in the 
fall, it was merely an exhibition de- 
bate to fill in the schedule, and no 
decision was rendered. For the com- 
ing encounter it has been decided to 
call for a decision in order to heighten 
the interest of the meeting, and with 
the best debaters of both schools on 
the rostrum, an animated, hard-fought 
discussion   should   result. 
Bates Has Won Twice 
A scanning of the records reveals 
that Bates and Bowdoin have met 
only four times in debates of the 
regular type, the meetings taking place 
in 1923, 1926, 1929. and 1935. Bates 
was the winner in '23 and '29. while 
Bowdoin, a new member of the East- 
ern Intercollegiate Debating League 
last year, took over the Garnet then, 
and tied with her for second place 
honors in the League contests. The '26 
debate was non-decision, and several 
other encounters have been exhibi- 
tional. 
Bowdoin Will Take Affirmative 
This is the initial appearance in 
this section of the Social Security 
Act as material for debate, and the 
human interest and importance of the 
subject should attract a large audi- 
ence. The popular demand for care 
of the aged and unfortunate have 
called forth many plans such as the 
(Continued on Page 3) 
ith him IOO7. strong. 
Through the cooperation of the ad- 
ministrators the co-eds were given 
special permission to join the throng 
of eds. And the co-eds weren't lacking 
in spirit as they joined the passing 
parade at every house. 
Unsung and unwritten, Tony in- 
vaded New York realizing that all 
eyes were to be on Falwartslmy. 
Rhode Und star, who had held the 
world record for one week. Remem- 
bering that he was the conqueror of 
this same Deering High School grad- 
uate two years ago in the Bates Frosh- 
Itridgton Academy meet, Tony stunned 
the Sports World by tossing out the 
hammer 56 feet, 8% inches, which was 
over two feet better than the best 
distance made by his nearest competi- 
tor, Folswartshny. Telegraph wires 
bummed to the tune that Kishon had 
taken over Folswartshny, Cahners of 
Harvard, Loeb of Yale, and Frame of 
Maine. Kishon was very consistent in 
all throws with the six heaves going 
farther than 53 feet while two heaves 
were better than 55 feet. The winning 
toss was his fourth attempt. 
Before the commotion had ceased, 
Tony stepped into the shot-put circle 
and without any warm-up of any sort, 
pushed out the 16-pound weight 47 
feet, 2% inches, the best distance that 
he has ever done in this event. This 
distance gave Kishon 3rd place behind 
Tony Geniawicz of Dartmouth and 
Walter Wood of Cornell. These two 
places gave Tony 8 points and left him 
second highest scorer of the meet. 
Captain Milt Greene of Harvard nos- 
ing him out with 9 points. 
Several  sports  writers predicted  in 
Name Eighteen 
Candidates For 
Council Offices 
New Nomination System 
Used For First Time— 
Classes Approved 
Eighteen men compose the first 
group of nominees to be nominated 
for the Student Council under the new 
system adopted by the Men's Assem- 
bly  last  year. 
These men were chosen first by a 
committee composed of two elected 
representatives of each class and the 
President of the Student Council. 
They were then approved by the 
Faculty Committee, and returned to 
the classes, where, by a vote, those 
men whose names were to appear upon 
the  final  ballot  were  selected. 
The first of the Junior candidates is 
William    Coffin   of    Pittsfield,    Mass., 
then comes Robert Harper hails from 
Yonkers, N. Y.. and Norman Kemp is 
(Continued on Page 3) 
their Sunday and Monday columns 
that Kishon is the most likely candi- 
date in the country for a place in the 
Olympic 16-pound team, while John 
Magee. Coach of Bowdoin, expressed 
the thought that Kishon exhibited as 
near perfect form in this event that he 
has ever seen. 
Follies To Be Extravaganza 
With Bobcats, March Of Time 
When Producer Morey was ap- 
proached by a "Student" reporter this 
week regarding plans for the forth- 
coming "Follies" on March 26th and 
27th he confidentially made the fol- 
lowing statements which he intimated 
were not for publication. He began by 
saying "We have procured Arthur 
'Lombardo' Axelrod for the Follies. 
Maestro Axelrod and all the boys have 
been the winter's hit in the Lotus 
Room of the West Parker Grille and 
promise the finest of fine musics." 
Director Morey became enthusiastic 
at this point and went into a stirring 
speech in description of some of the 
more prominent acts and features 
which could be expected. "Another 
sure sensation is Fred and Ginger; 
Ginger the dynamic (remember when 
you see her), and Fred, poetry in mo- 
tion. Ginger to be most gorgeous in 
gowns by Adrian. (This is not a pic- 
ture). 
"One of the very stirring scenes in 
the Follies is the never-to-be-forgotten 
•Death at Sunrise.' Those who wit- 
nessed the tragic death scene of 
Cyrano in Cyrano de Bergerac beneath 
the falling autumn leaves will be pro- 
foundly and similarly moved during 
this great scene. In it there is—but 
enough. It defies words. It has pathos 
—is the tragedy of the century." More 
particulars of the act could not be 
gained from Producer Morey. 
He did describe his next act however 
as being titled the March of Time and 
said that, "We have asked the direc- 
tors of Time, whom we consider the 
ablest historian of the day, to reenact 
memorable scenes and events. Did you 
know  that—'but  never   mind.   Or  are 
you aware that Mr.  but never 
mind again. This bit has already 
brought in hundreds of dollars in hush 
money; but the editors are adamant. 
The truth will be told and the show 
must go  on." 
Information    Confidential 
Very soon according to the Director, 
Bates people may prepare to see the 
construction of special railroad sid- 
ings in the rear of Hathorn. "This", 
says the director, "is necessary to take 
care of the unloading of scenery and 
stage properties for the Follies—and 
much of the material is the best work 
of Tony Sarg and Norman Bel Geddes 
of New York". 
Some comment has been prevalent 
regarding possible competition with 
the "Bally Roose" outfit being directed 
by Herr Saranoff. The Follies coach 
disposed of the matter by saying in 
conversation with the Herr, "We are 
not competing. It is an honor to get 
(Continued on Pag* 4) 
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General Student  Ballot 
(All  Students vote for every office 
this group) 
PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION 
President: 
Arnold Kenseth 
Everett Kennedy 
Earl Dias 
(Second  highest  to  be  vice-presi- 
dent) 
Secretary: 
Millicent Thorp 
Elizabeth Stockwell 
Junior   Representatives: 
William L-uukko 
John Kenney 
Donald Pillsbury 
Hazel Borne 
Dorothy Kennedy 
Lois Chamberlain 
Council on Religion: 
(Vote for one) 
Elizabeth Stevens 
Margaret McKusick 
(Vote for one) 
Gordon Williams 
Edward Howard 
1935     Member      1936 
Plssocioted Gollefttate Press 
Distributor of 
GoHe6iate Di6est 
Co-ed Open houcre 
DOFF YOUR CLOAKS OF SCORN, you cynics and die- 
hards Open House has been tried and found not wanting. 
Xot only has it been found not wanting, but also one of the 
greatest social successes seen on this campus in many a moon. 
From all sides since the innovation of throwing the men's dormi- 
tories open to the public was introduced last Saturday evening we 
have heard nothing but favorable comment. In fact, most of those 
connected with the event feel that it was demonstrated conclusively 
at that time that it was not only feasible to open the dormitories, 
but was a most desirable thing. 
We have often observed that there is nothing that makes tor 
friendship more than a pleasant evening of chatter and fun. Having 
Parker open to the college last week gave many people the oppor- 
tunity to visit with friends and acquaintances amid the friendly 
atmosphere of the dormitory. It afforded many the chance to 00k 
in on college life. To others it was just the fulfillment of a desire long 
kept secret; to look into a man's dormitory. But whatever- the 
motive behind the visit, there is no disputing the fact that Open 
House was greatlv enjoyed by all who took any part in it. 
Now why limit the open house idea to the men's dormitories .- 
The women are probably clamoring for the opportunity to show that 
the woman is still the home-maker, and that they can out do the 
men at their own game. It might be a good plan to throw open the 
women's residences at sometime in the very near future to give the 
male side of the campus a peek into the realm in which our co-eds 
dwell.  We have often wished we might go further than the door of 
the reception room.   
To those in charge of such affairs we should like to suggest 
that open houses be made more frequent. Also we believe it might 
make them more enjoyable if the time limit were extended some. 
The hour and fifteen minutes allowed guests at the last open house 
was hardly enough time to visit with all their friends in the two 
We think this new innovation is a step in the right direction 
and should be encouraged. Why not have more Open Houses—and 
especially in the Co-eds' dorms? 
J. G.   01. 
LTvening- Meetcf 
OUT OF THE BRILLIANT PERFORMANCES of Kishon 
at the IC4-A games last Saturday arose a situation and a 
suggested remedy which, though found impossible to effect 
at this late date, should prove of benefit and value in the 
future. It was that there are many folks within driving distance of 
the Bates gym who would like very much to see this Garnet star 
perform his feats in the weight events and if the time were appro- 
priate would be willing to pay for the opportunity to do so. 
The point is that it might be advisable, as was originally sug- 
gested by some members of the athletic administration, to hold 
Bates dual meets in the evening. This move it is claimed would 
permit a large number of townspeople and others interested from 
even more distant points to make the trip to Lewiston and see the 
meets on Saturday evening. 
The suggestion was originally applied for a time to effecting 
the change in regards to the Bates-Northeastern meet this coming 
Saturday in the gym, but it was found that too many arrangements 
had been made to permit the last minute revision of plans. However, 
this should not and, we have reason to believe, is not to be the 
last of the idea itself. 
Interested spectators have a right to watch the performances of 
college stars like Kishon and we are sincerely hoping that some of 
next year's meets may be held in the evening so as to give these 
and other out-of-towners a chance to come to the Bates gym for a 
rare evening's track diet. There is also the fact that however imma- 
terial the thing may be, the addition of color that comes with an 
evening meet is something that cannot be denied. This color has 
something of the "big-time" shadings about it and does add very 
materially to the glamour of the situation. 
As we have noticed, the change cannot be put into effect for the 
meet this Saturday but we think that it can be and should be tried 
when another indoor track season rolls around. 
J. G. '37. 
Class Ballot 
(Class members vote for officers) 
CLASS OF  1937 
(Vote for one for each office) 
President: 
John Garrity 
Robert Harper 
Anton Kishon 
William Metz 
Vice-President: 
Ruth Clough 
Harriett Durkee 
Margaret Melcher 
Kathryn Thomas 
Treasurer: 
Ronald Gillis 
Richard Loomis 
Ernest Robinson 
Donald Welch 
Secretary: 
Ruth Jellison 
Margaret McKusick 
Elizabeth Stevens 
Jeannette Walker 
CLASS OF  1938 
(Vote for one for each office) 
President: 
Charles Harms 
John Leard 
Winston Keck 
Richard Preston 
John Smith 
Vice-President: 
Grace Jack 
Eleanor Dearden 
Ellen Craft 
Secretary: 
Alberta Keane 
Eleanor Dearden 
Marion Welsch 
Treasurer: 
Byron Catlin 
Gordon Williams 
Sam Leard 
CLASS OF 1939 
(Vote for one for each office) 
President: 
Fred Clough 
Raymond Gove 
David Howe 
John King 
Vice-President: 
Dorothy Adler 
Dorothy Harms 
Luella Manter 
Roberta Smith 
Secretary: 
Marjorie Hewes 
Helen Martikainen 
Dorothy Weeks 
Lois Wells 
Treasurer: 
Donald Bridges 
Herbert Reiner 
Robert Rimmer 
Lionel Whiston 
General Women's Ballot 
(All women vote for every office 
this group) 
WOMEN'S STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
ASSOCIATION 
President: 
(Vote for one) 
Carol Wade 
Jeannette Walker 
Vice-President: 
(Vote for one) 
Eleanor Dearden 
Grace Jack 
Secretary-Treasurer: 
(Vote for one) 
Doris Howes 
Millicent Thorp 
Senior Adviser  (Milliken, Whittier): 
Sophomore Representatives: 
(Vote for one) 
Marjorie Hewes 
Priscilla Houston 
(Vote for one) 
Helen Martikainen 
Dorothy Weeks 
WOMEN'S   ATHLETIC 
ASSOCIATION 
President: 
(Vote for one) 
Margaret Melcher 
Kathryn Thomas 
Vice-President 
(Vote for one) 
Nancy Haushill 
Ida Miller 
Secretary: 
(Vote for one) 
Ruth Butler 
Lois Wells 
Treasurer: 
(Vote for one) 
Margaret Andrews 
Muriel Tomlinson 
CHRISTIAN SERVICE CLUB 
(Vote for one for each office) 
President: 
George Spencer 
Robert York 
Vice-President: 
Ruth Bowditch 
Marjorie Buck 
Treasurer: 
Webb Wright 
Valentine Wilson 
Secretary: 
Ruth Robinson 
Jean Lowry 
La PETITE ACADEMIE 
(Vote for one for each office) 
President: 
Elizabeth Stevens 
Muriel Tomlinson 
Vice-President: 
(Defeated    candidate    for 
dent) 
Secretary: 
Marjorie  Emery 
Geneva Kirk 
Treasurer: 
Ruth Springer 
Edward Harvey 
PHIL-HELLENIC  CLUB 
(Vote for one for each office) 
President: 
George Scouffas 
Valentine Wilson 
Vice-President: 
Evelyn Kelser 
Priscilla Warren 
Secretary-Treasurer: 
Marjorie Lovett 
Marjorie Bennett 
DER DEUTSCHE VEREIN 
President: 
(Vote for one) 
George  Scouffas 
Robert Harper 
Vice-President: 
(Vote for one) 
Thurston Long 
Gordon Williams 
Secretary-Treasurer: 
(Vote for one) 
Geneva Kirk 
Elizabeth Stockwell 
LAMBDA ALPHA 
President: 
(Vote for one) 
Augusta  Ginther 
Annette Gorman 
Vice-President: 
(Vote for one) 
Mary Chase 
Belle Dunham 
Secretary: 
(Vote for one) 
Ruth Allen 
Doris Wagg 
SPOFFORD  CLUB 
(Vote for one for each office) 
President: 
Earl Dias 
Arnold Kenseth 
Vice-President: 
(Defeated    candidate    for 
dent) 
Secretary-Treasurer: 
Anita Gauvreau 
E. Frances Isaacson 
Program Chairman: 
Den ham Sutcliffe 
MACFARLANE CLUB 
(Vote for one for each office) 
President: 
Edward Howard 
John Leard 
Vice-President: 
Susan Chandler 
Presi- 
itl 
RAMSDELL SCIENTIFIC CLUB 
President: 
(Vote for one) 
Augusta Ginther 
Dorothy Preston 
Secretary-Treasurer: 
(Vote for one) 
Phyllis Sanders 
Elizabeth McDonald 
SODAUTAS LATINA 
President: 
(Vote for one) 
Alison Dunlap 
Elizabeth Woodcock 
Vice-President: 
Defeated    candidate    for    Presi- 
dent) 
Secretary-Treasurer: 
(Vote for one) 
Chester Small 
Margaret Prince 
4-A PLAYERS 
(Vote for one for each office) 
President: 
Margaret Melcher 
Millicent Thorp 
Vice-President: 
(Defeated    candidate   for    Presi- 
dent) 
Secretary: 
Jonathan Bartlett 
Robert Crocker 
CAMERA CLUB 
President: 
(Vote for one) 
William Coffin 
Richard Fullerton 
John Smith 
Secretary-Treasurer: 
(Vote for one) 
Ruth McKenzie 
Elizabeth Stockwell 
LAWRANCE CHEMICAL SOCIETY 
President: 
(Vote for one) 
Nicholas Pellicani 
Charles Hodgkins 
Vice-President: 
(Vote for one) 
Donald Winslow 
H. McCann 
Secretary-Treasurer: 
Fred Martin 
Phillip Falrneld 
JORDAN SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY 
President: 
(Vote for one) 
W. Spear 
R. Harper 
N. Kemp 
Secretary-Treasurer: 
(Vote for one) 
B. Marcus 
P. Vernon 
R. Rowe 
Chairman Program Committee: 
(Vote for one) 
R. Loomis 
N. Taylor 
J. Lewis 
POLITICS CLUB 
(Vote for one for each office) 
President: 
Robert York 
Lawrence Floyd 
Vice-President: 
Harriet Durkee 
William Coffin 
Treasurer: 
John Crockett 
Everett Kennedy 
Secretary: 
Priscilla Walker 
Ruth Jellison 
VARSITY CLUB 
(Vote for one for each office) 
President: 
Anton Kishon 
Bernard  Marcus 
Vice-President: 
William Dunlevy 
Fred Martin 
Secretary: 
Arthur Danielson 
Merle McCluskey 
Treasurer: 
Jason Lewis 
Richard Loomis 
General College Ballot 
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 
(Vote for one for each office) 
President: 
William Metz 
George Spencer 
Vice-President: 
Ruth Jellison 
Marjorie Buck 
Secretary: 
Ellen Craft 
Mary Chase 
Treasurer: 
Courtney Burnap 
Charles Harms 
General Men's  Ballot 
(All men vote for every office on 
this sheet) 
ATHLETIC COUNCIL 
Senior Member*: 
(Vote for three) 
Arthur  Danielson 
William Dunlevy 
Ronald Gillis 
Anton Kishon 
Jason Lewis 
Richard Loomis 
Bernard  Marcus 
Merle McCluskey 
Fred Martin 
Ernest Robinson 
Junior Members: 
(Vote for two) 
-Donald Casterline 
Charles Cooke 
Max  Eaton 
Robert  Frost 
Winston  Keck 
William Luukko 
fteorge Morin 
Richard Preston 
Burton Reed 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
For Senior Representative: 
William Coffin 
Robert Harper 
Norman Kemp 
Bernard  Marcus 
Fred Martin 
William Metz 
Nicholas Pellicani 
Robert York 
For Junior Representative: 
Charles Cooke 
Dennis Healey 
Winston Keck 
' John Leard 
William Luukko 
Richard Preston 
For Sophomore Representative: 
Fred Clough 
Robert Kimnach 
Arthur Wilder 
John Woodbury 
Debaters Meet 
Univ. Of Hawaii 
In Near Future 
Visiting Team Has Made 
Successful Tour Since 
Leaving Home 
Friday evening. March 20th, Bates 
will meet the University of Hawaii in 
a discussion-debate in the Little 
Theatre. 
This tour by the University of 
Hawaii debate team is the second 
invasion of the United States by 
forensic representatives of that insti- 
tution. Ever since 1925, this mid- 
Pacific university has been debating 
with foreign teams, so that by now 
their representatives are well-versed 
in the art of debate. A team from 
Oxford. England, was the first college 
team to compete with the University 
of Hawaii. The Oxford team lost this 
debate by the  decision of the  audi- 
ence. During the next ■:■ .-. years, the 
Hawaiian team was visr id by teams 
from the University of Sydney lAus- 
tralia), and the Univ. Oregon. 
In 1928, the Bates team, i-ngaged it 
its "Round-the-World tour, went to 
the University of Hawaii, and were 
defeated, debating on the question, 
"Resolved, That this house deplores 
the policy of protecting capital in- 
vested in foreign countries, by force 
of arms, without a formal declamtta 
of war." The Bates team wa < imposed 
of Charles Guptell '28, M Yin Aa« 
'28, and John Davis '28. 
The 1936 tour of the Hawa   leanfe. 
gan February 14, when the  Mandie- 
baters   sailed    for   the   States. They 
began  their  long series of arguments 
in    Los    Angeles    and    continued it 
through Arizona, New  Mexic .. Texas. 
Arkansas,     Mississippi,     Alabama, 
Georgia,   Virginia,   and    New   Jersey 
and  New  York.  They  then  pn 'reeded 
up the New England coast, finally due 
to   arrive   at   Lewiston   Ma: 
After leaving Lewiston  they will con- 
tinue  across  the continent 
to  Seattle,  and  thence  south to Cali- 
fornia. 
 •'■■■!■!.■.: !-~  
ONE PIPEFUL 
ifffH#l€Mffi^em^m^ 
MANY 
Presi- 
Wicre WUUecf 
EARLY MONDAY MORNING a fine group of Bates under- 
graduates braved the wee morning hours to meet Tony Kishon 
as he returned victoriously from the New York games. The 
reception was spirited, the student conduct was good and the 
ultimate results of the affair not too far from successful. But by it 
many things were shown ; things disagreeable and discouraging when 
found in supposed college-minded youths. 
The turnout and spirit of the co-eds was exceptional and we feel 
deserving of congratulation. The same cannot be said of the other 
part of the student body unit—the men. We realize that there were 
many who because of special studying to do, necessary early risings 
to go to work, injuries, etc., had all justification for remaining at 
home. Against these we have no criticism.   But there were many 
others. .      , .      , 
There were those who claimed to have set their alarms for 
12:30 and were later found to have left them set for 7:30. There 
were others who were going to see that certain others were awakened 
in time to make the affair and did not do so. There were those (of 
whom we should be most ashamed) who, because of over-brightness, 
over-sophistication, over-dignity, over . . . something, could not see 
themselves as childish enough to go down to the station along with 
(Vote for one) 
Ruth Springer 
Elizabeth Stevens 
Senior Adviser (Hacker, Chase): 
(Vote for one) 
Ruth Robinson 
Phyllis Sanders 
Ruth Robinson 
Secretary: 
Ruth Bowditch 
Eleanor Martin 
Treasurer: 
Norman Kemp 
John Kenney 
a hundred other undergraduates and aid by being present, in greet- 
ing Bates' number 1 athlete, just back from a glorious performance 
in the classiest of competition. 
There were those who whimpered, "Maybe it isn't the thing 
■to do. Maybe Tony doesn't like receptions. Maybe we band-members 
will hurt our lips. Maybe—Maybe—Maybe." Maybe a tap on the 
head and the information given that the year is 1936 would have 
been most wise—maybe. 
1492 - AMERICA 
1874 - TELEPHONE 
1903 - AVIATION 
1914 - GREAT WAR 
1920 - RADIO 
There were those who could only guffaw in heartiest Oldtown 
manner and say, "Be God, you can go down to the freight yard and 
yell if you want but all my noise is going to be snoring." Great joke. 
But it indicated a serious minus—the will to appreciate and help 
honest effort by doing so. 
We make no half-statements in saying what we think of the 
over-wise Willie. Kishon's feat was a big one and deserves whole- 
hearted recognition. The wise-Willies' supposed bitter scorn of cyni- 
cism only indicated the littleness which is a prerequisite of unap- 
preciation. 
PRICE SOc 
1936. Varsity Club Follies 
March 26 - 27 
Reserve Tickets Now 
"IT IS LATER THAN YOU KNOW" 
TICKETS ON SALE AT 
COLLEGE BOOK STORE 
Thru 
Keyhole 
beloved Auntie has 
:r poor dear fingers, which 
badly on Junior's 
she will try to do a little 
MV I'il,s-  B 
*        on l"er ow" aceount- 
film .hall  we 
:-:•■ 
Let us 
jab   first?   Ah, 
tlie hat pin . . . Shelton 
it to Pick the Locke y J»
,,us
- 
:lrf- 
tor 
to 
.-: " 
,0>-.iv; 
.Kei'"''1' 
nerfo""'11"' 
^^ 
spirited ■ • 
w -Dogte' 
fjandio s 
sage pos« 
the  door  is  barred  on 
an   hour   late   .   .   . 
,,"    Edwards    pins    his 
,-  Sun-ny   ...  a  "Hero" 
• •IT stage  as  well  as  on 
doesn't give a "snap" if 
, t his lines . . . Bartlett's 
was  very   fine,  but his 
day night was even more 
. let's pin the dunce cap 
ry"   tor   stealing   one   of 
agic scenes by his comic 
re . . . and while we are 
Is, a  laurel  wreath for 
■X -Art Lady Macbeth . . . did 
arts flutter . . . ooh! ooh! |W co-ed's 
^yd»little rouge can do . . . when 
•if nasty old doctor stuck poor 
inirein-': ;!lit' Ieft ,ler Practice teach- 
er to conv running . . . this teaching 
wsine<- ,! es  have its  disadvantages 
asti Gi (fin, he'll soon be Lew-sing 
June .       something new under the 
JIB.Maxim and Gould at Shakespeare 
Jlubo.v   Dick, if the first won't bite 
pjuoll   r . . . maybe Warring would 
Ueio?;ie her teeth a little practice 
. ran know last week, she was so 
making    Pepys    that    she 
-ranted  to  bite"  .  .  .   there!   there! 
Jen. go right ahead, exercise is good 
tr th.   gums!   .  .  .  the  "eds" who 
pA  at   the   Fireside   were   pinned 
igainst the wall as eighteen Hacker- 
gs moved   in upon them Friday night 
...was Kllie surprised! ... of course 
ftere was one  Freshman  who  would 
lather eat   at   Rand   Hall   after   this 
..SIIKIII!   .  . . Scotty's got religion 
... or maybe she is just trying to 
wince . . . something should account 
for her  attending   the   Holy   Rollers' 
neetin-'    .   . you could have knocked 
Ben ovi    with a pin when Tel breezed 
in on Saturday night . . . and now my 
fear fen . le  followers,  let  rose   buds 
nee more  bloom   in   your  heart,  get 
old  moth-eaten  dreams of 
! gallant knights . . . chivalry 
s!ll lives!  what else could it be that 
lould prompt Chet to Park-er his coat 
in the mud  for  Boots  to step  across 
. . Yap!  yas!   'tis  a  beeeeeeautiful 
«rld! Ah, but alas! your dear auntie 
an svetid no more time with you to 
upon the joys of the  uni* 
■rs      Her   i   :-  hold duties call her. 
Taeiv's  still  that   arsenic   to   be   put 
Pncle  Samuel's   mashed   po- 
and   darling   little   Junior   is 
■jtag tor attention.     Maybe   a  pin's 
nicking him!   So toodleoo, Toottsies! 
Til. 
Ala ' at  the open  house . . .  Tony's 
Tamil •%" the  cinooure of wandering 
tfes .... what co-ed was in McClus- 
Soph Hop Will Have 
Talented Band With 
A Novel Setting 
Hal MacDonald and his orchestra 
will furnish the music at the Sopho- 
more Hop to be held in Chase Hall 
on March 21 commencing at 8:00 
P. M. This widely-known band con- 
sists of twelve musicians and an ex- 
ceptionally talented young woman sing- 
er. Five brass instruments, three 
saxophones, doubling on clarinets and 
flutes, and three rhythm will issue 
forth sweet blended notes of the finest 
quality. Two men vocalists will also 
cooperate to present music that should 
please. 
This musical organization, having 
one of the best libraries of songs in 
New England, plays all its own spe- 
cial arrangements, and will favor any 
request numbers. Hal MacDonald is 
featured regularly in many of the 
leading ballrooms, including Danny 
Duggan's in Worcester, Cook's Butter- 
fly Ballroom in Springfield, Black 
and Gold in Holyoke, the Ritz Ball- 
room in Manchester, and many others. 
He has also played in many of the 
outstanding colleges of the country. 
The committee in charge of this 
noteful social event is sparing no 
effort to make this formal the most 
successful in years. One of the novel 
settings under consideration for dec- 
orations is an unusual scene depicting 
the garden of Neptune. It is expected 
that there will be a complete sell-out 
for this social affair since many reser- 
vations have already been made. 
The committee for the Soph Hop 
consists of: Wesley Dinsmore, chair- 
man; Don Casterline, Jeanne Rivard, 
Margaret Welsch, Lucille Turner, 
Winston Keck, and Richard Preston. 
For arrangements, all Bates socialites 
should see the chairman at an early 
date. 
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Bates-Bowdoin Debate 
(Continued from Page 1) 
tey s 
little 
I 
| trola 
serve 
lie- 
room . . . Danielson also doing a 
best man  stuff  for the  Meleher 
. but  didn't show her his yic- 
cabinet   .   .   .   And     Crawshaw 
as   official    shake-hander    for 
... 11 West (St. Council ad- 
ation) ate its way into hearts 
s
"'' stomachs of all guests . . . while 
. . the middle man in the 
Jict.irp was Saunders we were told . . . 
S ■, man   from   Wiscasset   did   a   few 
•P-Maine reels on a willing banjo with 
■   open   house  chaperones  at  atten- 
:
'"  •  •   .   And  so   it  happened   .   .   . 
Itie co-eds were out at one o'clock . . . 
y >ur  uncle's  meager  frame   weakens 
from that one ... but from all state- 
I m -nts nothing but a most orderly and 
I enjoyable time was had . . . and your 
jincle approves of co-ed participation 
B -;t heartily . . . and if your weekend 
lad   been    as   abbreviated   as   your 
Hi ie'8  you'd   understand  an  abbrevi- 
"ed  column  ... So goodnight one 
Ifrei kted lady)  and goodnight all 
(the rest of you) 
Sam and Til and where is Junior? 
Townsend Plan and Huey Long's 
Sbare-the-Wealth scheme, and the Se- 
curity Act is the response of the 
official administration in Washington. 
The Act in its broad outline provides 
for cooperation between the State and 
National governments on unemploy- 
ment insurance, old age pensions, care 
of the crippled, and help for needy 
mothers. Bowdoin will forward the 
proposition, "Resolved, that the So- 
cial Security Act of the last Congress 
is detrimental to the best interests 
of the American people," while Bates 
will oppose this stand. 
Greenwood, Mabee to Speak 
Bates will be represented by that 
ever-successful combination, William 
Greenwood '36, and Carleton Mabee 
'36, both seniors. They have an en- 
viable debating record behind them, 
especially for this past season, during 
which they have met Colgate, Syra- 
cuse University, General Electric 
Training School, M. I. T., New Hamp- 
shire, Wesleyan, and the Canadian 
Universities of Dalhousie and New 
Brunswick. 
Greenwood, acknowledged one of the 
best cross-examiners Bates has ever 
had, has given much evidence of his 
ability to harass and "cross-up" the 
opposition while Mabee, in the role 
of witness, has demonstrated at all 
times a coolness and consistency that 
is hard to break down. As this debate 
is to be carried on in Oregon style, 
their favorite type, Bowdoin will be 
hard put to keep abreast. 
Prof. Carroll to be Chairman 
The judges of the debate are to be 
Dr. Milton Deems of Norway, formerly 
a professor at Carleton College, Head- 
master H. H. Wade of Worcester 
Academy, and Mr. John Marshall, Au- 
burn lawyer. 
Professor J. M. Carroll, one of 
Bates early debaters, will act as pre- 
siding officer at the affair, which will 
be held at 8:00 in the Little Theatre. 
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Noted Austrian 
To Speak Here 
Monday Eve. 
Internationally   Famous 
Dr. Hass To Lecture 
On The Universe 
Dr. Arthur Haas, Austrian physicist 
of international fame, will speak in 
the "Y" room in Chase Hall at 8 o'clock 
on Monday evening, March 16, on "The 
Universe Infinite." The lecture is to be 
given under the auspices of the 
Physics Department. 
Dr. Haas, a Doctor of Philosophy 
from the University of Vienna, is this 
year a Visiting Professor at Bow- 
doin, sponsored by the Tallman Foun- 
dation. Outstanding in his field, Dr. 
Haas has lectured many times this 
year at various colleges and univer- 
sities in this country. During the past 
Fall, Dr. Haas made a tour down to 
Pennsylvania, speaking at various 
higher institutions of learning. While 
on this tour, he appeared before The 
American Physical Society at their 
Fall meeting. In January, Dr. Haas 
made a similar lecture tour to the 
Pacific Coast. 
Probably arriving in Lewiston in the 
afternoon, the famous physicist will 
look over the Bates campus and will 
meet informally some of the advanced 
physics students. He will have dinner 
with Professor William Whitehorne, 
appearing before the Bates audience 
in the evening. 
Stu. G. Chooses Candidates 
(Continued from Page 1) 
to be filled by either Doris Howes or 
Millicent Thorp, both of the junior 
class. Miss Thorp is very prominent 
in dramatic circles, being a member 
of the 4-A Players. In addition, she 
belongs to Spofford Club, Choral So- 
ciety, and is an undergraduate mem- 
ber of the Publishing Association. 
Miss Thorp has been House President 
of Frye Street House this year. Miss 
Howes has been one year on the Stu- 
dent Government Board in the ca- 
pacity of House President of Chase 
House. 
Senior Advisers Chosen 
The candidates for Senior Advisers 
are Ruth Springer and Elizabeth 
Stevens for Milliken and Whittier 
Houses, and Ruth Robinson and 
Phyllis Sanders for Hacker and Chase 
Houses. Miss Springer has been Vice- 
President of the Student Government 
Board during the past year. She is 
also a member of La Petite Academic 
and has been a proctor at Frye Street 
House. Miss Stevens belongs to La 
Petite Academie, Phi Sigma Iota, 
Heelers, and is a member of the 
Junior Body of the Outing Club. Miss 
Robinson is a member of Ramsdell 
Scientific, Macfarlane Club, and Chris- 
tian Service Club. This is Miss 
Sanders' first year at Bates. She 
transferred last fall from Westbrook 
Junior College. 
The freshmen representatives have 
as yet fewer extra-curricula activities. 
Dorothy Weeks is a reporter on the 
"Student" Staff, Helen Martikainen Is 
a member of Choral and Choir, and 
Marjorie   Hewes   is   a   freshman   de- 
JAMES P.  MURPHY CO. 
INC. 
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS 
Lewiston   Monumental   Works 
6-10 BATES STREET LEWISTON 
TELEPHONE 4634-R 
Greenwood '36 
Wins In College 
Peace Oration 
Will Represent Bates In 
State Contest Held 
At Orono 
PAGE 
William Greenwood '36, giving an 
oration on peace last Saturday won 
the honor of representing Bates in the 
State Oratorical Contest to be held at 
Orono on March  17th. 
Greenwood was chosen over five 
other contestants at the try-outs, held 
in the Little Theatre, by a Committee 
consisting of Professors Grosvenor M. 
Robinson, Brooks Quimby, and Paul 
Whitback. 
Already certain of at least twenty 
dollars, since three prizes of fifty, 
thirty, and twenty dollars are offered 
with Bates, Colby, and Maine as the 
only competitors. Greenwood has a 
chance for the fifty dollar prize. He is 
well qualified for the honor, having 
been a member of the Varsity Debat- 
ing Squad for all four years. During 
his sophomore and junior years, he 
was a member of the team winning 
the . Eastern Intercollegiate Debating 
League championships, and this year 
he is president of the Debating Coun- 
cil, a member of the Politics and Vars- 
ity Clubs, and the Bates Speakers' 
Bureau. 
Dodson Announces 
Deadline For Garnet 
The staff of "The Garnet," through 
Owen Dodson '36, Editor-in-Chief, 
announces that all material for the 
May number must be in by April 15th. 
Poems, essays, plays, and short 
stories are especially acceptable. Man- 
uscripts should be submitted to Owen 
Dodson at 10 East Parker, Roger 
Fredland at 17 East Parker, or to 
Priscilla Heath at Rand Hall. 
Name   Eighteen   Candidates 
(Continued from Page 1) 
from Portland. Bernard Marcus of 
Milford, Mass., and Fred Martin of 
Belmont, Mass., Nicholas Pellicani of 
Rockland, William Metz of Dexter, and 
Robert York of Wilton complete the 
list  of Junior candidates. 
Charles Cooke of Lowell, Mass- 
heads the list of Sophomore nominees. 
The others are Dennis Healey of 
Lexington, Mass., Winston Keck of 
Worcester, Mass., John Leard of West 
Roxbury, Mass., William Luukko of 
Worcester, Mass., and Richard Preston 
bater. In addition, Miss Hewes is 
secretary of her class and recently 
won the freshman prize speaking con- 
test. Priscilla Houston is a popular 
member of the freshman class. 
THE COLLEGE STORE 
IS FOR 
BATES STUDENTS 
Drop in between classeg 
Lewiston Shoe Hospital 
7 SABATTUS STREET 
We Specialize in 
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES 
Agent. JOE BIERNACKI 
77ii's is a busy store, busier than ever!   There's a reason! 
WARD BROS. 
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LEWISTON AUBURN 
"Complete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
LEWISTON, MAINE 
. 
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students 
of  Beverly,  Mass. 
The Freshmen candidates are Fred 
Clough of Auburn, Robert Kimnach 
of Wellesley Hills, Mass., Arthur 
Wilder of Presque Isle, and John 
Woodbury  of   South   Portland. 
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LT. RUMFORD 
7:36 A. M.. !:i A. M., 1:20 P. M.. 4:60 P. M. 
Lv. FARMINGTON 
7:33 A.M.. 9:63 A. M.. 1:18 P. M.. 4:48 P. M. 
We carry a large assortment 
of— 
Men's Gladstone Bags 
Ladies' Fitted and 
Unfitted Cases 
Men's Billfolds and 
Small Leather Goods 
Fogg's Leather Store 
123 MAIN STREET LEWISTON 
We can show you a varied 
selection of 
PRIZE CUPS, FOUNTAIN 
PENS, LADIES' SILK 
UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER 
HAND BAGS 
LEATHER BILL FOLDS 
BOOK ENDS, CLOCKS 
Barnstone - Osgood 
JEWELERS 
LEWISTON,    -    MAINE 
. 
OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO 
Over a period of years, certain basic 
advances have been made in the selec- 
tion and treatment of cigarette tobaccos 
for Lucky Strike Cigarettes. 
They include preliminary analyses of 
the tobacco selected; use of center leaves; 
the  higher heat  treatment of   tobacco 
("Toasting"); consideration of acid-alka- 
line balance, with consequent definite 
improvement in flavor; and controlled uni- 
formity in the finished product. All these 
combine to produce a superior cigarette— 
a modern cigarette, a cigarette made of rich, 
ripe-bodied tobaccos — A Light Smoke. 
Inrlf ioc nro locc nrirl 
'■■••...   .. *       ,:-* .-• :        '         ■ 
Y'-■':■': 
Recent chemical tests show* 
that other popular brands 
have an excess of acidity 
ever Lucky Strike of from 
MX to 100*.             ■ 
■    ■               '.^ase*. ■■ ■ 
Excess of Acidily of Other Popular Brarfds Over 
§ 5 . . . . ! .        .1    . . .5 . 
Lucky Strike Cigarltltl 
.    .3 .... 3 
• y 
BALANCE 
|     LUCKY        STRIKE 
!         BRAND       B 
I          •   R   A   N   D        C 
 1   : 
|        B  R A N  D      D 
, -   y^ 1 ;■■:■■:■.-:■'..-:'.L.-:-:-■ ::'.:-: 
• KISULTS VERIFIED BT INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL LABORATORIES AND RESEARCH CROUPS 
-"IT'S TOASTED a 
Your throat protection - against irritation 
-against cough 
I6<r 
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Frosh Track 
Team Overcame 
Schoolboy Stars 
Roy  Briggs  High  Point 
Man As Freshmen 
Win, 66—42 
The Freshman meet Friday brought 
before us a galaxy of Maine High 
School stars from Edward Little, 
Gardiner, and Brunswick. The Fresh- 
men had little difficulty in over- 
coming the invading hosts, but the 
schoolboys put up a game fight and 
managed to capture the laurels in the 
dash, broad jump and the pole vault. 
Dana Wallace, brilliant Freshman 
runner, set a new record when he 
ran the mile in 4:35 2-5 seconds. The 
old record was made by Wally Viles, 
back in 1928. His record run was 
only 2-5 of a second slower than the 
winning time made in the varsity 
mile last Saturday. If this diminutive 
star continues his performance there 
will be no holding him back this 
Spring. 
George Lythcott, fast stepping 600 
yarder, won his events with ease, and 
came within 1-5 of a second of smash- 
ing the Freshman 300 yard record. 
He hopes to better the old mark of 
35 seconds next Friday against Rum- 
ford  High School. 
Dana Hull, the Freshman hope in 
the timber-topping event, continued 
to run true to form by winning both 
the high and low hurdles, and also 
placing third in the high jump. 
Roy Briggs was high point man for 
the meet, winning a first and three 
seconds. Coach Thompson should have 
nothing to worry about if the Fresh- 
man team continues its record break- 
ing performances throughout the year. 
His constant interest in their individ- 
ual possibilities should lie an added 
incentive for their potential point 
scoring  ability. 
Following suit Williams College is 
allowing its students more freedom 
with cuts, the number being deter- 
mined by rank. 
Watches always at the lowest prices 
For Guaranteed Goods 
Jewelry-Silverware 
Novelties 
"Chilton Pens - All New Models" 
Geo. V. Turgeon & Co. 
80 Lisbon Street Lewiston, Me. 
SIGN 
"BIG CHIME CLOCK" 
.. 9 jBateg ^rabinon" 
SA Y IT WITH ICE CREAM 
George A. Ross 
ELM STREET 
B«tc. 1904 
Judkins Laundry 
INC. 
193 MIDDLE STREET 
SHIRT WORK A 
SPECIALTY 
AGENT 
RICHARD LOOMIS, '37 
The Nut Shop 
CHOICE NUTS 
AND 
CANDY 
RENTAL LIBRARY 
STOP IN WHEN DOWN TOWN 
Cor. Park and Main Streets 
COLLEGE 
PHARMACY 
Where The Bobcats Meet 
LUNCHEONETTE 
AND 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED 
Telephone 3694 
College and Sabattus Street* 
Huskies Oppose Bobcats 
(Continued from Page 1) 
ter. It is expected that Bob will have 
his own way in the first race of the 
afternoon and should be ready to 
bang the six laps which is the next 
to the last event on the afternoon's 
program. 
Harriers Form Two-Mile Field 
The grueling grind, the 2 miles, 
will be the most exciting of the after- 
noon from all critics who have been 
heard from to date. Paul Tubbs, half- 
pint distance champ of Bates and the 
pluckiest cross-country man for his 
size that Coach Thompson has even 
seen, will be out to defeat Art Johnson 
of Northeastern. A year ago the Gar- 
net runner hung on for a mile and 
three-quarters and was outdistanced 
in the last two laps. Johnson was 
forced to better the meet record in 
shaking off the cross-country captain. 
In his last appearance in the Bates 
cage, Paul is going to try to do the 
best time of his career. Against Maine 
he did 10 minutes and 11 seconds and 
it is hoped that the clock will be 
stopped at the 10 minute mark on 
Saturday. Dick Gould will also face 
the starter's gun in the grind. 
Damon Stetson, another senior of 
experience, will run the mile with 
Courtney Burnap, Walt Rodgers, Bill 
Fisher, and Carl Bergengren. Stetson 
is hoping that whether Art Lengel or 
Perry of the Boston school will face 
the starter's gun in the 10-lap event. 
The cross-country races between these 
three have been very exciting with 
Stetson having the upper hand in the 
New Englands last fall. 
The dash will find Winston Keck 
facing the gun in an effort to get a 
clean second behind his captain. 
George Giovannazzi and Omar King 
along with Eddie Howard will com- 
plete the dash men. Bill Luukko and 
Bud Catlin who both placed in the 
Maine meet will face the boys from 
Massachusetts in this event. Emer- 
son Case and Gene Connell will fur- 
nish the jumping opposition with Ver- 
delle Clark throwing the discus to 
team with Kishon. 
SPORTS_SHOTS 
By  Barney  Marcus 
WEEKLY  BOOST—To those who  made  it possible  for the  co-eds  to join 
in the welcome for Tony Kishon—and a couple of boosts to Tony for all  he 
has done for Bates. 
Exceeding many expectations but 
only fulfilling his own convictions, 
Tony Kishon set the pace for surprises 
in the sport world last week by cop- 
ping first place in the 35 pound ham- 
mer throw in the I. C. 4-A. games held 
in New York Saturday. Conceded as 
much chance to come through by most 
sport writers, as a spaghetti shop in 
Addis Ababa, Kishon topped Folwart- 
shny's best throw by over 2 feet and 
gave notice to all that he is ready to 
represent Uncle Sam in the Olympic 
games this summer. 
In appreciation for his fine efforts 
one of the largest rallies of its kind 
met Kishon at the station Monday 
morning and joyously escorted him 
back to the campus. To help make 
this welcoming a success were those 
co-eds who dared circles under their 
eyes and eagerly joined the parade at 
12:30 A. M. unmindful of the neces- 
sity of sleep for growing girls. 
While Kishon gave Bates an eligible 
place in the I. C. 4-A. placing, his 
teammate gave Bates a victory over 
Maine that was most decisive and sat- 
isfactory. Although pre-meet dopsters 
decided that the final score was going 
to be as close as a plaster cast, Capt. 
Harry Keller and his Garnet warriors, 
probably inspired by the fact that 
Kishon  gave  them  15  points to start 
off with as a result of his feats the 
preceding Saturday, ran up 66% 
points to Maine's 50% markers and 
give them as sweet a victory as at- 
tained  in  recent years. 
To credit to one is to credit to all. 
No one was lacking in spirit and zeal. 
Captain Keller, acting as a captain 
should, led the way in three events. 
Dimminutive Paul Tubbs came 
through for a victory in the 2 mile 
event that had the crowd stamping 
and clapping, marvelling at the pluck 
shown by this "little man." And to 
Meagher, Cooke, Danielson, Saunders 
—in fact all of you, we offer you our 
heartiest  congratulations. 
Harkening to the call of southern 
training camps, the first informal gath- 
ering of the battery men has been 
seen. Veterans Zillis and Darling will 
undoubtedly aid out in getting pros- 
pective catchers and pitchers on the 
right track. The rest of the squad will 
report next Monday to Coach Joe 
Murphy and daily workouts will be 
held in the gym cage until Easter va- 
cation. 
Although the football season is over 
and not generally spoken of, 'tis said 
that a game for the open date of the 
'37 schedule is more than likely to be 
scheduled. And it is going to be with 
a big team, so 'tis said. 
WEEKLY KNOCK—To those metropolitan sophisticates in every dorm 
and others asked to aid who considered participation in the 1:05 Rally beneath 
their crusted dignity. 
Follies To Be Extravaganza 
(Continued from Page 1) 
the   overflow   from   the   Varsity   Club 
Follies." 
With great intensity the Follies di- 
rector made it plain to the "Student" 
reporter that the tickets for the show 
will open at the College Bookstore on 
Wednesday, March 11. In explanation 
of his earnestness  Coach  Morey said. 
"We want no repitition of the unfor- 
tunate injuries which were sustained 
by people caught in that tremendous 
stampede which occurred following the 
false rumor that sale of tickets had 
begun last Saturday evening." In clos- 
ing his remarks to the "Student" re- 
porter, Director Morey again asked 
that all save his comments concerning 
the tickets be kept from publication, 
so the "Student" is asking cooperation 
in  keeping information confidential. 
Bates Garnet 
Leads Maine 
Blue In Track 
Kishon   Breaks  Three 
Meet Records Even 
Though Absent 
In a most decisive manner. Bates 
administered a. sound defeat to Maine 
to the score of 66%—50%, in their 
annual indoor dual meet, at the Cage, 
Saturday afternoon. Led by Captain 
Harry Keller and Tony Kishon. who 
collectively scored 29 points. Bates lit- 
erally ran away from Maine and pre- 
sented one of the best balanced teams 
to  represent  Bates  in  recent years. 
Kishon gave Bates an early lead of 
15 points when his throws, executed 
the preceding Saturday, were found 
to give Bates three firsts and Kishon 
three new dual meet records and one 
cage  record. 
Keller continued his supremacy in 
the dash field, outjumped brilliant 
Johnny Gowell in the broad jump, and 
ran a 34-1/5 second "300" 'to give him 
a tie with Murray, state champ in 
the  100  and  220  yard  dashes. 
Tim Meagher rose to new heights 
as he successfully vaulted 12 feet 
3 inches to give him a new cage rec- 
ord. He barely missed at 12 feet 9 in- 
ches  for a new dual  meet  record. 
Charlie Cooke's surprise second 
place in the shot was really the turn- 
ing point of the meet, and his third 
place in the pole vault gave Bates a 
valuable point. Tubbs' remarkable 
win in the two mile run. Danielson's 
win in the "1000", Keek's excellent 
performance in  the dashes,  Saunders' 
mzm>wzm^w*a 
MERRILL & WERRER 
COMPANY 
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS 
95-99 Main St.,        AUBURN, ME.  | 
two seconds, in the mile and "1000", 
and Luukko's and Catlin's places in 
the hurdles were the high spots of 
the  meet. 
Summary: 
Discus — First, Kishon: second, 
Frame; third, Harvey. 149 feet 6 in- 
ches (new record). Thirty-five pound 
weight—First, Kishon; second. Frame; 
third, Peabody. 53 feet 4 inches. 
Shot put — First, Kishon; second, 
Cooke; third. Frame. 45 feet 5% in- 
ches. Forty-yard dash—First, Keller; 
second, (Keck), (Higgins) tie. 4 4/5 
seconds. 
40 yard hurdles — First, Gowell; 
second. Luukko; third, Catlin. 6 sec- 
onds. 
«Mle — First, Hunnewell; second, 
Saunders:   third.  Smith.    4.35. 
600—First, Hurwitz; second. De- 
wick;  third, Howard.   1.17 4/5. 
Two mile — First, Tubbs; second. 
Stetson; third, Morton. 10.11 1/5 sec- 
onds. 
1,000 — First, Danielson; second, 
Saunders; third, Fuller. 2 minutes 
23  2/5 seconds. 
300—First, Murray and Keller, tie; 
second, Huff and Howard. 34 1/5 sec- 
onds. 
Broad jump—First, Keller; second, 
Gowell; third, Connell. 22 feet 1% 
inches. 
High jump — First, Stuart, Lakin, 
Smart. Ireland, Webb.   5 feet 7 inches. 
Pole vault—First, Meagher; second, 
Harrison; third, Cooke. 12 feet 3 in- 
ches. 
"Much Ado About Noth 
(Continued from P»ge j •ng" 
length.     Some    did    short   bits 
quately  well;  others  put van, 
grees   of   expressiveness   \n^ ?g de- 
roles:   Edwin  Edwards, the 
Claudio:   Robert  Croker, -he 
'"'•><. despising, love-trapped Bened**/?' 
nnrp   \fnrnhv    tha   u«\*.,«   —,. '  **£■ nore  Murphy, the Hero who 
the nothing about which th"r 
much   ado:    Betty  Stevens 
Ault,   her   attendants;   Ever 
11
 I >•» 
nedy,  Leonato's  brother;   i; 
vore
« KeJ 
ter,  Don   Pedro's   Bingini 
am
*s Car. 
DROP INTO 
The Quality Shop 
Featuring 
Hamburg Sandwiches 
Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches 
Have   You  Tried Our  Silox   Coffee? 
143 COLLEGE STREET 
3 minutes from Campus 
Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M. 
-   S  attendam. 
Earl   Dias   and   Hoosag   K „!jp      '.' 
plotting   henchmen   of   the   viii°W' 
Carleton Mabee, the sympathetic F •"' 
Francis; George Scouffas. the sea*! 
David Sawyer, a page; John Har^ 
messenger;     James    Postei     Rni 
Martone,     Wilford     Symons,    s\^ 
watch-dogs;    Fred   Kelloy   and  JoT 
Nash, guitar-twangers. 
The staging was managed by dart I 
Noyes with  the asBtetance of r „... 
Mills.   Clifton   Gray,   Trenor G^" 
Eleanor Dearden, Serami-h jaffarian 
(fine costuming!|.  Jean        rv 
Roberta Smith. The business «ils „,° 
aged by Sumner Ubbey  .  •    ,lleh(, 
of   Nils    Lennartson.   ; rancl    C|   p 
William  Fisher. Robert  MacBrlto 
CALL 
4040 
FOR REAL COUB 
TAXI SERVI. E 
LEWISTON,    -    MAINE 
* THE NEW 
DENTISTRY 
A Phase of Preventive Medicini 
College Men find in it unusual 
opportunities for a career 
HARVARD 
DENTAL 
UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL 
A competent course of preparation for 
the   dental   profession.    A   "Class A" 
School.  Write far catalogue. 
LEROY M.S. MINER. D.M.D.. M.D.. Dean 
Dept. 6.   188 Longwood Aw.. Boston. Mm. 
Cror centuries the world has gone 
to the Near East for its flavors and 
aromas and spices. 
. . . and today Chesterfield imports 
thousands of bales of tobacco from 
Turkey and Greece to add flavor and 
fragrance to Chesterfield Cigarettes. 
Turkish tobacco is expensive. The 
import duty alone is 35 cents a pound. 
But no other place except Turkey and 
Greece can raise tobacco of this par- 
ticular aroma and flavor. 
This Turkish tobacco, blended 
with ouroivn American tobaccos in 
the correct proportions to bring out 
the finer qualities of each tobacco, 
helps to make Chesterfields outstand- 
ing for mildness and for better taste. 
I1936. LIGGETT 4 MYERS TOBACCO CO. 
for mildness 
.. for better taste 
